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SUM M ARY
Alcohol-fixed single cell suspensions of 37 renal cell carcinomas (RCCs) were assessed by both flow cytometry 
(FCM) and the fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) technique, using chromosome 1- and chromosome 
7-specific centromere DNA probes. DNA diploidy or near-diploidy was observed in 30 of the 37 RCCs and only 12 
of these (near-)diploid tumours were disomic for both chromosomes 1 and 7. Numerical aberrations of chromosome 
1 and/or chromosome 7 were present in 18 of the 30 (near-)diploid RCCs and five of these cases showed monosomy 
for chromosome 1 in more than 50 per cent of the tumour cells, A double target FISH, with a centromeric and a 
telomeric specific probe for lp36, excluded misinterpretation on the basis of clustering of lql2, and suggested a 
complete loss of chromosome 1. All these five (near-)diploid RCCs with monosomy for chromosome 1 were 
eosinophilic chromophilic cell carcinomas, according to the Thoenes classification of RCC. This observation is of 
special interest, because it was recently concluded from cytogenetic studies that the diagnosis of chromophilic renal 
cell carcinoma must be considered as obsolete. Monosomy for chromosome 1 seems to be a non-random numerical 
aberration of (near-)diploid eosinophilic chromophilic cell carcinomas, and a gain of one or more chromosomes 1 
appeared to be a common phenomenon in RCCs, especially in the DNA aneuploid tumours. As these chromosomal 
abnormalities were not found in the earlier classical cytogenetic studies, we conclude that in situ hybridization 
techniques are required in addition to chromosome banding techniques to obtain a complete characterization of the 
chromosome imbalances in RCCs.
key  w o r d s —renal cell carcinoma; flow cytometry; DNA ploidy status; fluorescence in situ hybridization; monosomy 1; 
chromosomal aberrations; chromosomes 1 and 7
INTRODUCTION
Renal cell carcinoma (RCC) is the most com­
mon malignant tumour type o f the kidney and 
accounts for 2 per cent of all new cancers diag­
nosed.1 Traditionally, RCCs are classified accord­
ing to tumour cell phenotype and growth pattern; 
the most widely used classification systems are 
those of the WHO, AFIP, and Thoenes et al?~4
Addressee for correspondence: J. L. M. Beck, Department of 
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Many flow cytometric (FCM) studies have 
shown that D N A  polyploidy and aneuploidy are 
very common in RCCs, with reported prevalences 
ranging from 30 to 75 per cent.5-11 Although D N A  
polyploidy and aneuploidy are highly suggestive 
o f gross numerical chromosome aberrations, there 
is no consensus concerning the correlation between 
D N A  ploidy status and modal chromosome 
number.10,12,13
In a recent cytogenetic study on 105 RCCs, 
classified according to Thoenes et al.,4 a corre­
lation was detected between different subtypes and
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specific chromosomal abnormalities, detected at a 
microscopic and/or molecular level.1 The clear cell 
compact type showed structural aberrations o f  
chromosomes 1, 3, 4, 5q, 6, lOq, l lq , and 12q, 
together with polysomy of chromosomes X, 4, 5, 7, 
10, 12, 15, 16, 19, 20, 21, and 22; monosomy o f  
chromosomes 3, 8, 9, 13, and 14; and loss o f Y. 
The main characteristics of the chromophilic 
tubulo-papillary type were trisomies 7 and 17, and 
loss of the Y chromosome. Chromophobic RCC  
seemed to be correlated with polysomy 7; trisomies 
12, 16, 18, and 19; and structural abnormalities of 
l lq .  Oncocytomas did not reveal any specific 
chromosomal anomaly, except for a trisomy for 
chromosome 7. Loss of heterozygosity on 3p was 
only found in the clear-cell compact RCC.
In a review by Kovacs,14 it was proposed that 
renal cell tumours be classified into four subtypes, 
each with a characteristic combination of genetic 
alterations within the chromosomal and mitochon­
drial DNA . The most common, non-papillary 
RCCs are characterized by the loss o f chromosome 
3p and 14q sequences and rearrangement of the 
chromosome 5q region. Papillary renal cell 
tumours can be divided into two groups. Tumours 
with a combined trisomy of chromosomes 7 and 17 
as well as loss of the Y chromosome are in general 
papillary renal cell adenomas. Tumours with ad­
ditional trisomies such as trisomy 16, 20, or 12 
represent papillary RCCs. Chromophobic RCCs 
show a combination of allelic losses which do not 
occur in other types of renal tumour. In addition, 
they have a rearrangement in their mitochondrial 
DNA. Chromophilic RCC was considered not to 
be a separate entity. Renal oncocytomas are 
marked by normal or abnormal karyotypes with 
balanced or unbalanced translocations and an 
altered restriction pattern of the mitochondrial 
D N A .
Of all numerical chromosome aberrations 
described in RCC, polysomy of chromosome 7 is 
the most frequent and consistent finding reported 
in cytogenetic studies, with prevalences ranging 
from 27 to 67 per cent.1,13 , 1 With regard to the 
numerical aberrations o f chromosome 1, the cyto­
genetic findings are less consistent. In a study on 
105 primary RCCs, no numerical aberrations o f  
chromosome 1 were found,1 whereas another cyto­
genetic study, including 51 RCCs, reported 
numerical aberrations for chromosome 1 in 25 per 
cent o f the tumours.18 These discrepancies may be 
caused by the limitations o f classical cytogenetic 
techniques in the detection of some numerical
chromosome aberrations, as was recently demon­
strated in a comparative study on haematological 
tumours.22 In the latter study, using both a cyto­
genetic and a fluorescence in situ hybridization 
(FISH) technique on the same tumours, it was 
shown that the latter technique elucidated some 
numerical chromosome aberrations which were 
not found in cytogenetic analysis.
The aims of this study were firstly to investigate 
the numerical aberrations of chromosomes 1 and 7 
with a FISH technique, secondly to relate the 
numerical aberrations of chromosomes 1 and 7 to 
both the D N A  ploidy status o f the tumours and 
the Thoenes classified subtypes,4 and thirdly to 
compare the FISH results with published results of 
cytogenetic studies.
MATERIALS A N D  METHODS
Tumour cell processing fo r  flow cytometry and 
fluorescence in situ hybridization
Fresh material from 37 primary RCCs was 
collected in tissue culture medium (RPMI 1640, 
Dutch Modification, Flow Laboratories, Irvine, 
Scotland, U.K.) and minced in culture medium 
with scissors on a 300 jum metal sieve. Single cells 
and cell clumps that passed through the metal sieve 
were then passed through a 25-gauge needle. The 
resulting cell suspension was filtered through a 
41 fim  nylon filter and centrifuged for 5 min at 
300g. After discarding the supernatant, the cell 
pellet was resuspended in the remaining fluid and 
70 per cent ethanol ( —20°C) was added rapidly 
under constant vortexing to prevent clumping of 
the cells. At this stage, the cells were stored at
-  40°C,
D NA flow cytometry
The ethanol-fixed single cell suspensions were 
divided into two. To one part, chicken red blood 
cells (CRBCs) were added to determine the D N A  
index. The other part was used for evaluation of 
the D N A  pattern. The fixative was removed by 
centrifugation (5 min at 300g) and the cell pellet 
was resuspended in phosphate-buffered saline 
(PBS) containing propidium iodide (PI, 20 mg/1; 
Calbiochem-Behring Diagnostics, La Jolla, CA, 
U.S.A.). To remove RNA from the cells, RNAse 
(R-5503, Sigma, St. Louis, MO, U.S.A.) was 
added to a final concentration o f 0T per cent and 
after 10 min of incubation at 37 °C the cells were
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kept in the dark prior to FCM analysis. Analysis 
was performed on a Cytofluorgraph 50H (Ortho 
Instruments, Westwood, MA, U.S.A.). Excitation 
was at 488 run from a 5 W argon ion laser operat­
ing at 300 mW. The red fluorescence signal was 
detected using appropriate filters. Data were 
stored in 2048 channel histogram mode on a 
PDP-11/34 computer for further analysis.
The method of Jakobsen23 was used to deter­
mine the D N A  index of the main G0/G, fractions. 
In brief, the ratio o f the Go/Gj peak of control 
human lymphocytes and the G 0IGl peak of 
CRBCs was calculated in three experiments. The 
ratios of the Gq/Gj peaks in tumour cell samples 
were also calculated in relation to that of CRCBs. 
These ratios were then translated into D N A  indi­
ces (DIs) by using the mean ratio of control human 
lymphocytes and CRBCs, resulting in a D N A  
index of 1-0 for normal diploid cells. Coefficients 
of variation (CVs) for Gaussian G0/G l peaks were 
in the range of 3-6 per cent. On the basis o f the 
DNA index, the samples were divided into two 
groups: a heterogenous group containing diploid 
and near-diploid samples, with a DI ranging from 
0’8 to 1*1; and a group of distinct aneuploid 
samples with DI values greater than 1 ■ 1.
DNA probes and probe labelling
To detect the target sequences of chromosome 1, 
a plasmid probe pUC 1*7724 was used, which 
recognizes a tandem D N A  repeat of 1-77 kb in the 
peri(centromeric) region lq l2 . The plasmid probes 
pl-7925 and p 7tl26 were used for detection of the 
telomeric region lp36 and the centromeric region 
of chromosome 7, respectively. The probes were 
labelled by nick translation with bio tin 11-dUTP 
(Sigma, St. Louis, MO, U.S.A.) or digoxigenin
11-dUTP (Boehringer Mannheim, Germany) 
according to the supplier’s instructions. The 
probes were hybridized under stringent conditions 
according to previously described protocols.27,28
In situ hybridization and immunocy to chemical 
detection
Forty microlitres of a 70 per cent ethanol-fixed 
cell suspension was brought onto a poly-L-lysine 
coated slide and dried at room temperature. The 
slides were subsequently placed in an incubator at 
80°C for 60 min, followed by proteolytic digestion 
with pepsin in hydrochloric acid (pH 1*8) at 37°C 
for 15 min and three washing steps in PBS. Post­
fixation in 1 per cent formaldehyde/PBS solution 
at 4°C for 20 min was followed by three washes 
with PBS and the slides were finally dehydrated 
through an ethanol series.27,28 Paraffin blocks from 
corresponding tumours were used for interphase 
cytogenetic analysis by cutting 6 /mi thick sections. 
Sections were deparaffinized and enzymatically 
prepared as previously described. Fifteen 
microlitres o f the probe mixture [containing probe, 
60 per cent deionized formamide, 10 per cent 
dextran sulphate, 2 x SSC (pH 7-0), and 50 ng/jul 
herring sperm DNA] was added to the slides of 
both single cell suspensions and paraffin sections, 
which were then sealed with a coverslip. Denatur- 
ation was performed in a water bath at 70°C for 3 
min for single cell suspensions and at 80°C for 5 
min for paraffin sections. After the hybridization 
reaction overnight at 37°C, the slides were washed 
three times with a post-hybridization buffer 
[2 x SSC (pH 7*0) containing 60 per cent forma­
mide and 0*05 per cent Tween 20] at 42°C, three 
times with 2 x SSC at 42°C, and once with 0'05 per 
cent Tween 20 in 4 x SSC at room temperature.
The labelled DNA probes were immuno- 
cytochemically visualized using previously 
described protocols.27,28 In single cell suspension 
samples, the biotinylated probes were detected by 
addition of 200 fi\ of avidin-FITC (1:500 in 
4 x SCC) followed by three washes with 4 x SSC. 
A n amplification step was used, involving incu­
bation with biotinylated goat anti-avidin D (1:100 
in 4 x SSC) and avidin-FITC (1:500 in 4 x SSC). 
Immunocytochemical detection in the double tar­
get FISH  reaction started with visualization of the 
digoxigenin-labelled probe. After incubation with 
a mouse monoclonal anti-digoxigenin antibody 
(1:100 in PBS) and subsequent washing steps with 
PBS, an incubation with a FITC-conjugated rabbit 
anti-mouse antibody (1:100 in PBS) was per­
formed. After the last washing step in PBS, the 
slides were transferred to 4 x SSC. From here, the 
protocol described above for detection of biotin- 
labelled probes was applied. All incubations were 
performed for 30 min at 37°C in a humidified box. 
PBS and 4 x SSC solutions contained 0*05 per cent 
Tween 20. In sections, the biotinylated probes were 
detected by addition of peroxidase-labelled avidin 
instead o f avidin-FITC, using the same incubation 
and washing steps. Also, an amplification step 
was used by incubation with biotinylated goat 
anti-avidin D and peroxidase-labelled avidin. 
Peroxidase reactions were performed using 
diaminobenzidine (DAB) as substrate.
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Evaluation and interpretation o f  the F ISH  results
For evaluation of single target FISH as well as 
double target FISH, 200 nuclei per slide were 
counted. In this study, a RCC is assumed to be 
disomic for both chromosome 1 and chromosome 
7 if the mean copy numbers of these chromosomes 
are in the range 2*0 ±0-1 . If the mean copy num­
bers are out o f this range, the tumour is considered 
to have nuclei with numerical aberrations for 
chromosome 1 and/or 7. The ratio of the mean 
copy number of chromosomes 1 and 7 was used as 
a measure of chromosomal imbalance. If the ratio 
is in the range 1*00 ±  0*07, a chromosomal balance 
is assumed. The standard deviation of this ratio is 
determined by the standard deviations o f the mean 
copy numbers o f chromosomes 1 and 7. The 
relative error (RE) in a ratio can be estimated by 
the square root of the sum of the squared REs 
(0*05) o f the mean copy numbers o f chromosomes 
1 and 7 [RE o f ratio=V(0-052+ 0-052)=0-07].29 If 
the ratio is smaller than 0*93, chromosome 1 is 
underrepresented and when the ratio is greater 
than 1*07, there is overrepresentation of chromo­
some 1 in comparison with chromosome 7. Nuclei 
with more than five copies of chromosomes 1 and 
7 are taken together. If the fractions of nuclei with 
one, three, four, five, or more than five chromo­
some copies exceed given threshold values, the 
tumour is considered to possess stem lines with 
mono-, tri-? tetra-, penta-, and polysomy, respec­
tively. These threshold values will be obtained 
from the RCCs with disomy for both chromosome 
1 and chromosome 7 and are set as the mean 
fraction plus three times the standard deviation 
(SD). If the m ean+3SD is smaller than 5 per cent, 
then the threshold value is set as 5 per cent.
Histological classification
Formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded, and haema- 
toxylin and eosin (H & E) stained 5 //m thick tissue 
sections were used for histological classification of 
the tumours according to Thoenes et al.4 In brief, 
this classification system is based on cell morphol­
ogy (cytological features) and the growth pattern 
o f the tumour (histological features). On the basis 
of cell morphology, five types of renal cell tumours 
are discerned, i.e., clear cell RCC, chromoprobe 
RCC, chromophilic RCC, pleomorphic RCC, and 
oncocytoma, Within the chromophilic RCCs, two 
subtypes are distinguished: eosinophilic and baso­
philic chromophilic RCC. With regard to the
growth pattern, a RCC can be classified as com­
pact, acinar, tubulo-papillary, tubular, papillary, 
and cystic. Some RCCs have a mixed phenotype. 
The tumours in this study were classified by two 
pathologists (ES and CvdK) without information 
concerning the FCM and FISH results (Tables I 
and II),
Statistics
The Mann-Whitney £/-test was used to assess 
the differences between two groups with regard 
to the mean number of chromosomes and the 
fractions o f nuclei with a certain numerical chro­
mosome aberration. The chi2 test was used to 
study the differences in prevalence of chromosomal 
aberrations between groups.
RESULTS
D N A diploid and near-diploid tumours
D N A  aneuploidy was observed in 7 of the 37 
FCM analysed RCCs, the other 30 being DNÀ 
diploid or near-diploid.
In the group of 30 D N A  (near-)diploid RCCs,
12 tumours were disomic for chromosomes 1 and 7 
using the aforementioned criteria. The mean copy 
numbers ( ±  SD) of chromosomes 1 and 7 were 
2*00 ±0*06 and 2-02 ±0*05, respectively. The 
mean percentages ( ±  SD) of cells containing, one, 
two, three, four, five, and more than five copies of 
chromosome 1 were 6*0 ±  3*3, 89*6 ±  2-3, 3*3 ±  1*6, 
0*9 ±0-8 . 0*0, and 0*2 ±0*4, respectively. The 
mean percentages ( ±  SD) of cells with one, two, 
three, four, five, and more than five of chromo­
some 7 were 3*5 ±2*1, 92*7 ±2*8, 2*7 ±2*2, 
1-0 ±0*8, 0-04 ±0*14, and 0*13 ±0*23, respec­
tively. With the exception of one case, all (near-) 
diploid RCCs with disomies for chromosomes 1 
and 7 were of the clear cell type and most o f them 
had a compact growth pattern (Table I). On the 
basis o f the above mean percentages and standard 
deviations, and the criteria given in the section 
'Evaluation and interpretation of the FISH 
results5, the threshold values of percentages of 
nuclei with one, three, four, five, and more than 
five copies for chromosome 1 to classify a tumour 
as having real stem lines with mono-, tri-, tetra, 
penta-, and polysomy for chromosome 1 were 
>16, >8, >5, >5, and >5 per cent, respectively. 
For chromosome 7, these threshold fractions were 
>10, >9*5, >5, >5, and >5 per cent.
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Table I—Group of DNA (near-)diploid RCCs without numerical aberration for chromosome 1 and/or 7, with their 
cyto- and histological classification and most relevant FCM and FISH findings
Patient Cytology Histology D P CHR If CHR 1% Ratio§ IMBII
%
Disomy 1%
%
Disomy 7**
1 Clear/e osino Compact/tubular 0*8 2*00 2-01 0-99 1=7 90 94
2 Clear cell Compact 08/0-9 1*96 1*95 1*00 1=7 92 93
3 Clear cell Compact 0-9 2*08 2*02 1*03 1=7 92 95
4 Clear cell Compact 0-9 2-09 2-07 1*01 1=7 90 91
5 Clear cell Compact 0-9 2*04 2*10 0*97 1=7 92 87
6 Clear cell Tubulo-papillary 0-9 2-00 1*99 1-01 1=7 89 94
7 Clear cell Cystic 0-9 2*06 2-02 1-02 1=7 93 96
8 Clear cell Compact 0*9 1*95 2*02 0*97 1=7 86 94
9 Clear cell Compact 0*9 1*90 1*94 0*98 1=7 90 91
10 Clear cell Compact 0*9 1*97 2*05 0*96 1=7 88 96
11 Clear cell Compact 1-0 1*96 1*96 1-00 1 = 7 89 92
12 Eosino/clear Compact/tubular 1-0 1-95 2*07 0*94 1 = 7 86 90
*FCM DNA index.
tThe mean copy number of chromosome 1.
|T he  mean copy number of chromosome 7.
{¡The ratio of CHR 1 and CHR 7.
Ulmbalance between centromere signals for chromosomes 1 and 7. 1<7: underrepresentation of 1 with respect to 7; 1=7: equal 
copy number for 1 and 7; 1>7: overrepresentation of I with respect to 7.
^Percentage of nuclei with two copies for chromosome 1.
**Percentage of nuclei with two copies for chromosome 7.
O f the 30 cases of (near-)diploid RCCs, 18 
exhibited numerical aberrations o f chromosome 1 
and/or 7 (patients 13-30, Table II). Within this 
group of 18 RCCs, a subgroup of five cases should 
be discerned on the basis of a very high fraction o f  
nuclei (>50 per cent) with one copy of chromo­
some 1 (Table II). The mean percentage ±  SD  
of nuclei with one copy of chromosome 1 is 
72-5 ±13-3, while the fractions o f cells with one 
copy of chromosome 1 ranged between 57*8 and 
86-1 per cent. All these five cases were eosinophilic 
chromophilic cell carcinomas and most of these 
tumours had a compact growth pattern (Fig. la).
Although the interphase cytogenetic technique 
performed on tissue sections is seriously hampered 
by the problem of nuclear truncation,30“'32 it can be 
used to illustrate the monosomy for chromosome 1 
in eosinophilic chromophilic RCCs. In normal 
kidney tissue, the ISH technique with a centromere 
specific probe for chromosome 1 showed nuclei 
with two and one copies of chromosome 1 and few 
nuclei without ISH spots (Fig. lb). The fractions 
of sectioned diploid nuclei with two, one, and no 
ISH spots are dependent on the dimensions o f the 
nuclei, the section thickness, and the spatial dis­
tribution of centromeres in the interphase
nucleus.31,32 In the tumour cells of the (near-) 
diploid eosinophilic chromophilic RCCs, the 
majority o f the nuclei contain one or no copies of 
chromosome 1 (Figs lc  and Id). The absence of 
relatively large numbers o f nuclei with two copies 
of chromosome 1 indicates monosomy for this 
chromosome.
All RCCs with monosomy for chromosome 1 
also have stem lines with tetrasomy for chromo­
some 7, while three out o f five RCCs have 
additional stem lines with numerical aberrations of 
chromosome 7 (Table II and Figs 2a-2d).
In the five RCCs with monosomy for the 
centromeric target o f chromosome 1, double target 
FISH with probes recognizing the centromeric 
region ( lq l2 )  and the telomeric region (lp36) 
revealed that 80-90 per cent o f the nuclei exhibited 
one signal for both chromosome 1 regions (Figs 
3a-3c). The nuclei with one copy o f chromosome 1 
appeared to be relatively small and to exhibit small 
variations in size, in contrast to the few nuclei with 
more than two copies o f chromosome 1, which 
were very large (Figs 3d and 3e). In one RCC with 
m onosom y for chromosome 1 (patient 14, Table 
II), a fraction o f approximately 20 per cent of 
tumour cells exhibited tetrasomy for chromosome
Table II Group of DNA (near-)diploid and DNA aneuploid RCCs with numerical aberrations for chromosome 1 and/or 7, with their cyto- and 
histological classification and most relevant FCM and FISH findings
Num. aberrations Num. aberrations
Patient Cytology Histology DI CHR 1 CHR 7 Ratio IMB chromosome 1* chromosome 7*
(Near-) diploid tumours 
13 Eosinophilic Compact 0-8 1-19 2*12 0*56 1<7 mono 86% tetra 6%
14 Eosinophilic Compact 0*8/1-0 1-51 2-72 0-56 1<7 mono 58% tetra 19%, poly 7%
15 Eosinophilic Compact 0-9 1-24 2*35 0-53 1<7 mono 82% tri 10%, tetra 6%
16 Eosinophilic Compact 0*9 1-47 2*12 0*69 1<7 mono 59% mono 11%, tetra 8%
17 Eosinophilic Tubular 0-9 1-27 2-18 0*58 1<7 mono 78% tetra 8%
18
19
Clear cell 
Clear cell
Compact
Tubul-cystic
0-9
0*9
2-15
2-12
2*06
2-15
1*04
0-99
1=7
1=7 tri 11% tetra 7%
20
21
Clear cell 
Clear cell
Compact
Compact
1-0
0*9
1*91
2-44
2-16 
2‘48
0-88
0-98
1<7
1=7 tetra 10% tetra 15%
22 Clear cell Compact 0*9/1 *0 2*15 2*18 0*99 1=7 tri 13% tri 12%
23 Clear cell Compact 0-9/1 *0 2*18 2-35 0-93 1=7 tri 12%
24 Clear cell Compact 0-9/1-0 2-21 2-49 0*89 1<7 tri 10%, poly 7%
25 Basophilic Papillary 0-9/10 2*13 2*99 0*71 1<7 tri 51%, tetra 11%, penta 5%
26 Clear cell Compact 1*0 2*08 2*29 0*91 1<7 tri 16%
27 Clear cell Compact 1-0 2-11 2*53 0-84 1<7 tri 14%, tetra 14%
28 Clear/eosino Compact 0*9/1-0 2-98 2-63 1-13 1>7 tri 24%, tetra 13%, penta tri 24%, tetra 6%, poly 6%
29 Clear cell/pleom Compact 1-0 2-64 NA NA NA
9%, poly 7%
tri 22%, penta 5%, poly 6% NA
30 Clear cell Compact 0-9 2-61 3*57 0*73 1<7 tri 10%, tetra 7%, poly 8% poly 36%
Aneuploid tumours 
31 Clear cell Compact/cystic 0*9/1 *2 3-49 2*71 1-28 1>7 tri 21%, tetra 30%, penta tri 37%, tetra 12%
32 Clear cell Compact 0*9/1 *4 2-67 2-30 1*16 1>7
14%, poly 7%
tri 10%, tetra 13%, penta tri 14%, tetra 7%
33 Clear cell Tubular 0*9/1-6 3-29 3-24 1-01 1=7
5%, poly 5%
tri 24%, tetra 21%, penta tri 15%, tetra 32%, penta
34 Eosinophilic Tubulo -papillary 09/2*0 3*85 2*92 1-32 1>7
12%, poly 7%
tri 13%, tetra 16%, penta
10%
tri 21%, tetra 22%, penta 9%
35 Clear/pleom Tubul o-papillary 1-0/1-9 2*73 3-85 0*71 1<7
21%, poly 19% 
tri ll%o, tetra 18% tetra 36%, penta 11%, poly
36 Clear cell Tubulo-papillary 0*9/1'5 2-77 2-94 0-94 1=7 tri 49%
18%
tetra 43%
37 Clear/pleom Compact 0-9/1 *5 2-23 3-03 0-74 1<7 tri 28%, tetra 7%, poly 13%
*Stem lines with monosomy (mono), trisomy (tri), tetrasomy (tetra), pentasomy (penta), and polysomy (poly) of chromosomes 1 and 7 with their percentages of 
occurrence.
NA=Not available.
For other abbreviations see Table I.
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Fig. I—A haematoxylin and eosin (H & E) stained section of one of the (near-)dipJoid eosinophilic chromophilic renal cell 
carcinomas (case 13, Table II) with a compact growth pattern is shown in (a), A serial section containing both normal kidney tissue 
and tumour was hybridized with the centromeric probe for chromosome 1. In normal kidney tissue many of the diploid nuclei have 
two copies of chromosome 1, while due to truncation of nuclei there are also nuclei with one and even no ISH spots (b). In contrast 
to the normal kidney tissue, the majority of nuclei of the tumour cells in the same tissue section as (b) have one or no copies of 
chromosome 1 (c). The absence of large numbers of nuclei with two copies of chromosome 1 indicates monosomy for chromosome 
1. In another (near-)diploid eosinophilic chromophilic cell carcinoma (case 16, Table II) with monosomy for chromosome 1 in 
approximately 60 per cent of the tumour cells, the ISH technique performed on the tissue section showed that in extensive parts 
of the tumour most tumour cells have one or no copies of this chromosome (d)
7 (Figs 3h and 3i). Double target FISH with the 
centromere specific probes for chromosomes 1 
and 7 demonstrated that nuclei with one copy of 
chromosome 1 were almost exclusively disomic for 
chromosome 7.
In six of the D N A  (near-)diploid RCCs, stem 
lines with a gain of one or more copies of 
chromosome 1 were observed, accompanied by 
stem lines with a gain of chromosome 7 (Table 
II). The latter phenomenon occurred even more 
frequently than the gain of chromosome 1. In 
one RCC with a papillary growth pattern 
(patient 25, Table II) more than 50 per cent of 
the nuclei exhibited trisomy (Figs 3f and 3g). In 
the non-papillary (near-)diploid RCCs, the
fraction of nuclei with trisomy 7 did not exceed 
25 per cent. Overrepresentation o f chromosome 1 
was present in only one case; in the other RCCs, 
there was a balance between chromosomes 1 
and 7 or underrepresentation o f chromosome 1 
(Table II).
D N A aneuploid tumours
In the group o f  seven D N A  aneuploid RCCs, all 
cases revealed numerical aberrations o f chromo­
some 7, while six cases exhibited stem lines with 
numerical aberrations o f chromosome 1 (Table II). 
In five o f the seven aneuploid tumours, chromo­
somal imbalance was present, but in contrast to
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Fig. 2— FCM and FISH results of two near-diploid RCCs with monosomy 1. 11 = Chromosome 1;
= chromosome 1, In a and b, an example of a RCC with monosomy 1 and tetrasomy 7 is shown 
(patient 13, Table II). There is a normal DNA histogram with a Gaussian G0/G]peak with Dl = 0-8 (a). 
FISH revealed a clear monosomy for chromosome 1 and tetrasomy for chromosome 7. The other 
fractions of nuclei with abnormal copy numbers (unequal 2) of chromosomes 1 and 7 are below the 
aforementioned threshold values to designate them as separate stem lines (b). c and d show an example 
of a RCC with monosomy for chromosome 1 and numerical aberrations of chromosome 7 (patient 14, 
Table II). The DNA histogram shows a main G c)/G 1 peak with Dl=0*8 and a shoulder at Dl=l-0, 
suggestive of the presence of additional stem line(s) (c). FISH revealed stem lines with monosomy for 
chromosome 1, tetrasomy and polysomy for chromosome 7, and small fractions of nuclei with other 
abnormal copy numbers (d)
the (near-)diploid RCCs there was no predilection 
for underrepresentation of chromosome 1. The 
D N A  and FISH histograms of two representative 
examples o f aneuploid RCCs are given in Fig 
4a-4d. The prevalence of tumours with stem lines 
showing a gain of chromosome 1 is significantly 
higher in the D N A  aneuploid RCCs (6 out o f 7) 
than in the (near-)diploid tumours (6 out of 30) 
(P=0*0003).
Comparison o f the seven aneuploid and 13 
(near-)diploid RCCs with a gain of chromosomes 1 
and/or 7 revealed several significant differences be­
tween these two groups o f RCCs. The mean copy 
number for chromosome 1 was significantly higher 
in the aneuploid RCCs (3*0 ±  0*6) than in the 
subgroup o f (near-)diploid RCCs (2*3 ±0*3) 
(P = 0*002). The mean copy o f chromosome 7 in 
these two groups was 3*0 ±  0*5 and 2*5 and 0*4, 
respectively (P -0 -02 ). The fraction of cells with
disomy for chromosome 1 was significantly smaller 
in the aneuploid group (49 per cent ±  20 per cent) 
than in the (near-)diploid tumours (77 per 
cent ±  15 per cent) (P=0-005), whereas the fraction 
of cells with tetrasomy for chromosome 1 was 
significantly greater in the aneuploid RCCs (15 per 
cent ±  9 per cent) than in the (near-)diploid sub­
group (5 per cent ± 4  per cent) (P=0*003). Con­
cerning chromosome 7, the fraction of disomic cells 
was also smaller in the aneuploid RCCs (46 per 
cent ¿ 1 4  per cent) than in the (near-)diploid RCCs 
(69 per cent ± 1 7  per cent) (P = 0*007), whereas the 
fraction of tetrasomic cells was significantly greater 
in aneuploid tumours (23 per cent ± 1 5  per cent) 
than in the (near-)diploid subgroup (6 per cent ±  5 
per cent) (P=Q-007). With regard to the fractions 
of cells with trisomy for chromosomes 1 and 7, the 
differences between these two groups were not 
significant (P>0*05).
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Fig. 3— Fluorescence microphotographs of near-diploid RCC cell suspen­
sions, treated for FISH with centromeric and telomeric probes for chromo­
somes 1 and 7, The two nuclei o f case 14 in (a) both show one signal for the 
centromeric region 1 q 12 of chromosome 1 (b) and one signal for the telomeric 
region lp36 (c), The vertical arrows in (c) point to the telomeric signal; the 
horizontal arrows indicate the location of the centromeric signal as a result of 
centromeric signal leakage through the filter. The identical case shows four 
nuclei (d), with three nuclei exhibiting one signal and one nucleus four signals 
for chromosome 1 (e). It is obvious that the cell with four signals (e, upper 
right corner) contains a larger nucleus (d) than the other three nuclei 
containing only one signal. The three nuclei o f case 25 (f) show a clear trisomy 
for chromosome 7(g). The four nuclei o f case 14 (h), mentioned above, show 
cells with three and four copies of chromosome 7 (i)
DISCUSSION
In the present study it was shown that numerical 
aberrations for chromosomes 1 and/or 7 were 
present in more than 60 per cent (18/30) o f the 
D N A  (near-)diploid RCCs. Studies correlating the 
results of FCM with those o f cytogenetic analyses 
in RCC reveal conflicting data. A recent study 
reported a positive correlation between FCM- 
D N A  ploidy and modal chromosome number,10 
while in two other studies this correlation was not 
observed.12,13 In one of these studies, it was shown
that the lack of correlation was found only in 
RCCs with a high aneuploid D N A  content.13 The 
discrepancies between the results of FCM and 
cytogenetic techniques may be due to the preferen­
tial growth o f  (near-)diploid cells and/or the slow 
emergence o f  tumour cells that are grossly aneu­
p lo id .13 In our interphase cytogenetic study, which 
is not hampered by the problem of selective growth 
o f tumour cells, the D N A  aneuploid RCCs had 
significantly greater fractions of tumour cells with 
more than two copies o f chromosomes 1 and/or 7 
than the (near-)diploid tumours.
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Fig. 4— FCM and FISH results of two DNA aneuploid RCCs. H=Chromosome 1; ■=chrom osom e 7. 
An example of a RCC with overrepresentation of chromosome 1 is shown in a and b (patient 34, Table 
II). The DNA histogram is obviously aneuploid (a). In contrast to the DNA (near-)diploid eosinophilic 
chromophilic cell RCCs (see Figs 2b and 2c), this aneuploid eosinophilic chromophilic RCC does not 
exhibit monosomy for chromosome 1, but trisomy, tetrasomy, pentasomy, and polysomy for chromo­
some 1, as well as trisomy, tetrasomy, and pentasomy for chromosome 7 (b). c and d show an example 
of an obviously DNA aneuploid RCC (c) with balanced numerical aberrations of chromosomes 1 and 
7 (patient 36, Table II). The FISH results disclosed a trisomy for chromosome 1 and tetrasomy for 
chromosome 7
Cytogenetic studies have demonstrated that 
numerical aberrations o f chromosome 7 are com­
mon in RCC.1,13,15"21 Taking together the 331 
RCCs reported in these studies, a gain of chromo­
some 7 was observed in 40 per cent o f RCCs and 
the reported prevalences ranged from 27 to 67 per 
cent (Table III). In our FISH study on 37 RCCs, 
the prevalence o f stem lines with a gain of chro­
mosome 7 was 61 per cent (22/36). This 
observation is in agreement with the results of 
cytogenetic studies. In the D N A  aneuploid 
tumours the prevalence of stem lines with a gain of 
chromosome 7 was even 100 per cent. Table III 
shows that monosomy 7, described in fewer than 1 
per cent o f the 331 cytogenetically analysed RCCs, 
is a rare chromosomal aberration. This is con­
firmed by our study, in which loss o f chromosome 
7 was found in only one of the 36 RCCs.
Trisomy of chromosome 7 is the most consistent 
and most frequent numerical chromosome aber­
ration in RCC, but it is not tumour-specific because
this aberration was also observed in normal tissue 
from kidneys involved in RCC and non-neoplastic 
chronic kidney diseases.21,33"35 These studies also 
revealed trisomies of other chromosomes, such as 
chromosomes 5, 8, 10, and 18, in non-neoplastic 
kidney tissues, but not chromosome 1. In a recent 
study, using classical cytogenetic and FISH tech­
niques, it was shown that trisomies of chromo­
somes 7 and 10 found in RCC and surrounding 
kidney tissue characterize subpopulations of infil­
trating lymphocytes.36 However, in a FISH study 
of colonic adenomas, where the epithelial neoplas­
tic cells were selected on the basis of keratin posi- 
tivity, it was proven that the tumour cells frequently 
showed trisomy for chromosome 7.37
In contrast to numerical aberrations of chromo­
some 7, our FISH findings concerning the numeri­
cal aberrations of chromosome 1 did not agree 
with those o f the classical cytogenetic analyses.
In our series of 37 RCCs, stem lines with more 
than two copies of chromosome 1 were found in 12
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Table III—Summary of RCCs with numerical aberrations of chromosomes 7 and 1 in renal 
cell carcinomas found in several classical cytogenetic studies and in our FISH study
Cases Chromosome 7 Chromosome 1
Reference N  Gain Loss Gain Loss
19 28 8 (28*6%)
1 105 50 (47*8%)
21 14 7 (50-0%)
17 18 7 (38*9%)
16 26 15 (57-7%)
15 44 12 (27*2%)
18 51 17 (33-3%)
20 39 12 (30*7%)
13 6 4 (66-7%)
Overall 331 132 (39*9%)
This study 37 22 (61-1%)
cases (33 per cent), whereas this numerical aber­
ration was observed in only 4*2 per cent o f the 
331 cytogenetically analysed RCCs (Table III). 
This table also discloses considerable variations in 
the prevalence of this chromosome aberration 
observed in the different cytogenetic studies. Our 
study also demonstrated that stem lines with more 
than two copies o f chromosome 1 occurred signifi­
cantly more frequently in the D N A  aneuploid 
RCCs (86 per cent) than in the (near-)diploid 
tumours (20 per cent). Furthermore, in the latter 
group, stem lines with a gain of chromosome 
1 were accompanied by stem lines with a gain 
of chromosome 7 in all cases (Table II). In 
cytogenetic studies of RCCs, polysomies o f  
chromosome 1 were exclusively found in grossly 
chromosomally aneuploid tumour cells containing 
at least 60 chromosomes.15,18"20 All these findings 
suggest that a gain of chromosome 1, like other 
aberrations o f this chromosome, is related to 
tumour progression 20 As we have found stem lines 
with more than two copies o f chromosome 1 in 86 
per cent of our D N A  aneuploid RCCs, and since 
many FCM studies have shown that D N A  aneu- 
ploidy is a common feature in RCCs, it is likely 
that polysomy for chromosome 1 occurs more 
frequently than suggested by classical cytogenetic 
studies. The aforementioned slow emergence o f  
grossly aneuploid tumour cells in short-term cell 
culture provides an explanation not only for the 
discrepancies between FCM and cytogenetic data, 
but also for the low prevalence of a gain o f  
chromosome 1 in cytogenetic studies.
0 (0%) 1 (3 • 6%) 1 (3-6%)
0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (5 ■ 6%)
0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (3*8%)
0 (0%) 3 (6’8%) 5 (11-4%)
3 (5*9%) 8 (15-6%) 5 (9-8%)
0 (0%) 2 (5*1%) 3 (7*7%)
0 (0%) 0 (0%) 2 (33*3%)
3 (0*9%) 14 (4-2%) 18 (5-4%)
1 (2-8%) 12 (32’4%) 5 (13-5%)
Loss o f chromosome 1 was reported in 18 out of 
331 cases (5*4 per cent) o f RCCs, with prevalences 
ranging from 0 to 11*4 per cent in the larger 
cytogenetic studies including more than 25 RCCs 
(Table III). Monosomy for chromosome 1 has 
been described in small series of oncocytomas,20 
chromophobe cell carcinomas,38 and in collecting 
duct carcinomas of the kidney. However, in a 
recent cytogenetic study including ten chromo­
phobe cell carcinomas and five oncocytomas, loss 
o f  chromosome 1 was not observed.1 In our series 
o f  37 RCCs monosomy for chromosome 1 was 
found in five cases (13*5 per cent). In all these five 
cases, more than 50 per cent of tumour cells 
exhibited monosomy 1, while most of these 
tumour cells were disomic for chromosome 7. 
M onosom y for chromosome 1 can be mimicked by 
somatic pairing of this chromosome.28 However, 
the results o f  our double target FISH with probes 
recognizing the centromeric region (lq l2 ) and 
telomeric region (lp36) o f chromosome 1 excluded 
the possibility of clustering of chromosome lq l2. 
All these RCCs were D N A  (near-)diploid and were 
classified as eosinophilic chromophilic cell carci­
nomas. The aneuploid eosinophilic chromophilic 
cell carcinoma, the (near-)diploid basophilic 
chromophilic cell carcinoma, and the two RCCs of 
mixed phenotype with an eosinophilic cell compo­
nent did not show monosomy for chromosome 1. 
Our observation that monosomy for chromosome 
1 seems to be a non-random numerical aberration 
o f  the (near-)diploid eosinophilic chromophilic 
RCCs is o f  special interest, because it was recently
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concluded from cytogenetic studies that the chro- 
mophilic RCC is not a separate entity, and that the 
diagnosis o f a chromophilic RCC must be consid­
ered as obsolete.14 In our opinion, therefore, the 
question o f whether chromophilic cell carcinoma 
exists as a distinct diagnostic entity remains open 
for discussion.
In conclusion, our FISH study elucidated 
numerical aberrations for chromosome 1 in RCCs 
not previously found in cytogenetic studies. FISH  
techniques are therefore necessary in addition to 
conventional cytogenetic procedures to obtain a 
complete picture of the non-random numerical 
and structural chromosomal aberrations in RCCs. 
In addition, paraffin section interphase cytogenet­
ics may help to evaluate whether discrepancies 
in numerical chromosome aberrations between 
metaphase analysis and interphase cytogenetic 
analysis o f single cell suspensions of the same 
tumour are caused by gross local differences in 
aneusomy due to intratumoural heterogeneity. 
However, due to the major effects of nuclear 
truncation, we believe that this technique can 
only provide global information about gross local 
differences in aneusomy within a tumour.32
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